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POSITIVITY OF THE WEIGHTS
OF EXTENDED CLENSHAW-CURTIS QUADRATURE RULES

TAKEMITSU HASEGAWA, HIROSI SUGIURA, AND TATSUO TORII

Abstract. We prove that some extended Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature rules

have all weights positive. We also present extended Filippi rules of open type

having all weights positive. Conjectures on the possibility of other positive

quadrature rules embedded in Clenshaw-Curtis or Filippi rule are suggested.

1. Introduction

In this paper we shall establish that some integration rules embedded in the

Clenshaw-Curtis rule [4] (henceforth abbreviated to CC rule) proposed in [16]

have all their weights positive. This is important to guarantee the numerical
stability and convergence of the quadrature rules [9, p. 189], [14, p. 335]. For

additional literature on positive quadrature rules, we refer to [1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 12,
20, 21, 22].

The CC rule is an interpolatory integration rule which approximates the in-

tegral Qif) = !x_xfix)dx by

/' A*(1.1) QnÍJ~)= j    LN(f;x)dx = 2^wmf(xNi),
J~l i=0

where /_,#(/; x) denotes the unique polynomial of degree less than or equal to

N interpolating a given smooth function f(x) at N + 1 points x^¡ :

(1.2) LN(f;xNi) = f(xNi),        0<i<N.

The double prime in ( 1.1 ) denotes the summation where the first and last terms

are halved.
The abscissae Xjv, = cos(ni/N), 0 < i < N, are the zeros of an auxiliary

polynomial coN+x(x) of degree TV-f-1 defined by

(1.3) coN+x(x) = TN+X(x)- TN_x(x) = 2(x2 - 1)UN-X(x).

In (1.3), Tk(x) and C4(x) denote the Chebyshev polynomials of the first and

second kinds, respectively, and are given by 74 (x) = coskd and 14(x) =

sin(k + 1)6/ sin 6 (x = cos 8). If the function f(x) is sufficiently smooth, the

approximation Qn(J~) ( 1.1 ) converges rapidly as N increases.
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From (1.2) and (1.3) we have the Lagrange form for LN(f; x),

N

(1.4) LN(f;x) = Y^' lm(x)f(xNi),
1=0

where /jv,(x) is the polynomial

N

(L5)     ll"W=(r    TZ(r    ̂ IS"7*^)^*),     <></<*,
(X - XNi)CON+l (XNi)        N £-jj

e¡■ = 1 (1 < i < N), eo = eN = 2, and to'N+l(x) denotes the derivative of

coN+x(x). For the derivation of the second equality above, see [4, 16].

Imhof [18] proved that the weights wNi = f_{ ¡N,(x)dx in (1.1) are all

positive. Furthermore, it is well known that the sequence { Qv(/)} of the

quadrature rules can be generated recursively by doubling N and efficiently by

using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [2, 13, 24]. In [16] we showed that

it is possible to increase N more slowly than doubling, thereby enhancing the

economy of an automatic quadrature [6, p. 418] without sacrificing the accuracy.

To be specific, the sequence of N is

(1.6) ;V = 6, 8, 10, ... , 3x2",4x2", 5x2",...,        «=1,2,...,

and the abscissae for QnÍJ~) are chosen so that the sequence { Qx(f)} is an
embedded sequence [23], i.e., all points used in a rule of degree N are included

in the set of points for the succeeding rules of degree greater than N.

We now consider a family of generalized sequences including (1.6). From

now on let N be an even integer of the form N = 2nK (« = 1,2,...), where

K e N, the set of positive integers, unless otherwise stated. Then, our sequences

consist of 37Y, 47V, 5N, that is,

6K,SK, 10K, ...,3x2"K, 4x2nK, 5x2nK,...,     n = 1, 2, ... , K 6 N,

where the case K = 1, in particular, coincides with the sequence (1.6). Conse-

quently, the sequences of quadrature rules are of the form { QiN, Q4N, QiN }',

or equivalently { Q4N, Q5N, Q3x2N }■

For integers m = 1, 2, define polynomials ii^^x) of degree mN by

(1.7) Q±N(x) = TmN(x)-cos{(2±l)mnm,        m =1,2.

Let Ô4at(/) , Q(4+m)N(f) (m = 1, 2) denote extended CC rules whose abscissae

are zeros of w^m+\(x) and of ft;4Ar+1(x)Q+Ar(x), respectively. Then, Qw(f)

is a CC rule, and for Q(4+m)N(f) we will prove in §2 the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. For integers m = 1, 2, let tmNj. 0 < j < mN - 1, be the zeros

ofO+mN(x) (1.7), that is,

(1.8) tmN,j= cos{2n(j +3m/16)/(mN)},        0<j<mN-l.

Then, the weights wffl ¡ and umNj of the extended CC rules Q(4+m)N(f) of
degree (4 + m)N, m = 1, 2, of closed type, given by

4V mN-\

(1-9)   Q(4+m)NÍf) = ^2"w{4f¡fiX4N,l)+   X!    UmN,jfitmN,j),       m =1,2,
1=0 7=0

1 In the first draft we assumed that A7 is a power of 2, but the referee suggested to us that N

is allowed to take every even positive integer in proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below.
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are all positive, where Xw,i = cos{7r//(47V)}, 0 < / < 47Y, are the zeros of

0Jw+\(x) defined by (1.3). For the case m = 2, the integer N can be allowed
to be any positive integer, even or not.

For the expressions of wjff ¡ and umNj , see (2.2) and (2.3), respectively.

Remark. Theorem 1.1 holds only under the assumption that mN (m = 1,2)

are even; it does not hold when mN (m = 1, 2) are odd.

The rule Q^(f) of degree 57V is embedded in Qwif), which is also an
embedded rule in the CC rule Q%N(f) based on the zeros of <ygjv+i(x). This
is easily seen from the relations (see Lemma 4.1 and (2.4) in [15]):

(1.10) a>sN+x(x) = 2co4N+x(x)T4N(x),

(1.11) T,N(x) = 2Q2N(x)n+N(x),

(1.12) n+N(x) = 2Q+N(x){TN(x) + cos3n/&}.

Omitting the endpoints x = 1 and x = -1 in the N+l abscissae of the CC

rule, namely using the zeros of (7Ar_1(x) as the abscissae, Filippi [10] proposed

a quadrature rule of open type, having all positive weights. Let Qan-iÍÍ) and

Q(A+m)N-2Íf) > m = 1,2, denote extended Filippi rules of open type whose

abscissae are the zeros of Uw-iix) and those of i/4/v-i(x)Q~jV(x), respec-

tively. Then Q4N-i(f) is the Filippi rule and in §3 we will prove the following
theorem.

Theorem 1.2. For integers m = 1, 2 let xmNj, 0 < j < mN - 1, denote the

zeros of Q~N(x) (1.7), that is,

(1.13) xmNJ = cos{2it(j + m/16)/(mN)}.

Then, the weights v$ ¡ and nmNj of the extended Filippi rules Q(4+m)N-2(f)

of degree (4 + m ) N - 2 of open type, given by

4N-1

Q(4+m)N-l(f) =    £   V(^\lf(X4Nj)

(1.14) ,=1v ' mN-\

+   Y^    nmN,jf(tmN,j), m =1,2,

7=0

are all positive, where X4#,, ( 1 < i < 4N - 1 ) are the same as those used in

(1.9) except for X4/v,o (= 1) and X4n,4n (= -!)• For the case m = 2, the
integer N can be allowed to be any positive integer.

Remark. Theorem 1.2 holds only under the assumption that mN  (m = 1, 2)

are even; it does not hold when mN  im = 1,2) are odd.

If we note (1.3), (1.10), (1.11), and the relation

(1.15) il2Nix) = 2ii-ix) {TNix) + cosn/S},

we can see that Qw-iif) is an embedded rule in Q6N-2Íf), which is also

embedded in Q%N-i(f) based on the 87V-1 abscissae, the zeros of U%N-X(x).
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In §4 we conclude by suggesting a conjecture on the possibility of some other

rules having positive weights.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

Let L(4+m)N(f; x) (m = 1, 2) denote the unique polynomial of degree less

than or equal to (4 + m)7Y that coincides with / at the 47V+1 points x4nj,
0 < i < 47V, and mN points tmNj , 0 < j < mN - 1, in (1.8). Then we have

the Lagrange interpolation formula for L(4+m)N(f; x) :

4N " Q+   ( )

L(4+m)NÍf', X) = 22   UN,iix)n+ m,   -zf(X4N,i)
i=0 *lmN\x4N,i)

mN—\ /-,+    /   \
(2.1) +   V- SKnNJx)

f£    (X-tmtt,j)a¡nlt(tmN,j)

C04N+l(x)       f. ,     -
•—-T*-\J\CmN,)), m =1,2,

C04N+\\tmN,j)

where Un,í(x) is given by (1.5). Integrating L{4+m)N(f ; x) on the range

[-1, 1] yields the integration rule Q>4+m)N(f) = ¡lx L(4+w)Ar(/; x)dx in (1.9),

where the weights w^ß . and umntj are given by

(2.2) u»S>,=  f l4N,i(x)0^X) .dx,        0<i<4N,
J-\ ±lmN(X4N,i)

(UmNJ =   J
£KnN(x)    _ CÜ4N+IÍX)

dx,
(2.3) J_x   ÍX — tmN,j)Q%NitmN,j)       CÛ4N+litmN,j)

0 < j < mN - 1,    m =1,2.

2.1.   Positivity of w[™\..   First, we prove that the weights w{4™\ ¡, 0 < i < 47V,

in (1.9) and given by (2.2) are all positive for the case m = 1.

Lemma 2.1. Let UnjÍx) and Q^(x) be the polynomials defined by (1.5) and
(1.7), respectively. Then we have

4N

47V/4Ar),(x)Q+(x) = 2Q%(x4N,i)^2  Tk(x4N,i)Tk(x)

k=0

(2-4) *
+ ¿^  TiN+k(x4Nj) {T4N+k(x) - 74Ar_A:(x)},

k=o

0 < /' < 47V,

where X4N,i are the zeros of co4n+x(x) (1.3).

Proof. Using the relation

(2.5) 2Tk(x)TH(x) = Tk+H(x) + Tlk.H](x),        k,n>0,
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from (1.5) and (1.7) we have

47V/4/v>;.(x)Q+(x)

4N

(2.6)

= 2 ^   74(x4jv,¡) 74(x) {TNix) - cos37t/8}
k=0

4N

= Y  Tk(x4N,i) {TN+kix) + T¡N_k¡(x) - 2 cos(3tt/8) Tkix)}

k=0

4N

= Y {TN+kix4N,i) + TlN_klix4N,i) - 2 cos(37r/8) Tk(x4N,i)}Tk(x)

k=0

N

+ Y   \TlN+kix4N,i) T4N+k(x) - T^N+k(x^n,i) ^/V+fc (•*)}•

k=0

If we again use (2.5) on the far right of (2.6) and note that

(2.7) TSN_k(x4Nj) = Tk(x4N,i),        0 < k < 87V,

it is easy to verify (2.4).   D

Substituting (2.4) into (2.2) yields the expression for the weights w^ . :

4N N

(2.8) *Nw™ ,. = 2 Y!' Tk(x4NJ)p(k) + Y" ^^ • Mk),
k=0 k=0      llNyX4N,i)

where pik) and <¡>NÍk) are defined by

,~n, „,      fl ^ , , _,       (2/il-k2)   ifk = even,

(2.10) <f>N(k) = p(4N + k) - p(4N - k),        k>0.

For real x > 2, let p(x) be defined by

(2.11) ^(x) = 2/(l-x2),        x>2,

instead of (2.9) and let <pn(x) be defined by (2.10) with p(x) given by (2.11).
Then p(x) is negative and monotone increasing for x > 2 and 4>n(x) is also a

monotone increasing function of x when 0 < x < TV. We will take advantage

of these properties in proving the positivity of weights of our extended CC rules.

Lemma 2.2. Let X47V,,, 0 < / < 47V, be the zeros of a>4N+x(x) (1.3) and Í2^(x)

be defined by (1.7). Then we have

{2r2^(x4v,,)}_1 = TNix4N,i) + 2 cos(37t/8) T2NixANti)

(2l2) + il+2 cos3n/4) TiNix4N,i)

+ 2 cos(37i/4) cos(37t/8) T4N(x4Nj),

0 < / < 47V.

Proof. From (1.11) and (1.12) and the relation {74Ar(x4^i/)}2 =1 for 0 < / <
47V, it follows that

(2.13)       1/Í2^(x4v,í) = 4{TN(x4Nj) + cos371/8}fi^v(x4v,,) T4N(x4N,i).
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In (2.13), using (2.5), (2.7) and the relation Q2N(x) = T2N(x) + cos(3n/4) (see
(1.7)) establishes (2.12).   D

Theorem 2.3. Let w^ ¡, 0 < i < 47V, denote the weights given by (1.9) and

p(k) and <t>N(k) be defined by (2.9) and (2.10), respectively. Define AN!(k),
0<l<3,by

AN0(k) = 2p(k) + ( 1 + 2 cos 3jr/4) <pN(k)

+ 4cos(3?r/4) cos(37t/8) <pN(N - k),
(2.14)

(2.15)
ANX(k) = 2p(N + k) + 2 cos(37t/8) <pN(k)

+ (l+2cos3it/4)<pN(N -k),

(2.16) AN2(k) = 2p(2N + k) + <pN(k) + 2cos(3?i/8) cpN(N - k),

(2.17) Am(k) = 2p(3N+ k) + (pN(N-k),        0 < k < TV.

Then we have
N        3

(2.18) w{4x!>ti = — Y!'YANi(k)TiN+k(x4N,i),        0<i<4N,
k=0   1=0

and AN¡(k), 0 < I < 3, are all negative except for ^jvo(O) .

Proof. Using (2.5), (2.7) and (2.12) in (2.8) establishes (2.18). We make use of
the fact that p(k) < 0 for k > 0 and (pN(k) > 0 (0 < k < TV) to show that
AN¡(k) (0 < / < 3, 0 < k < TV) are negative except for AN0(0). Noting that

the coefficients of <pN(k) and <pn(N - k) in (2.14) are both negative, we can

see that AN0(k) < 0 (0 < k < TV). It can be easily seen from (2.10) and (2.17)
that Am(k) = p(3N + k) + p(5N - k) < 0 (0 < k < TV). If we note in (2.15)
that p(N + k) - cos(3n/S)p(4N - k) is negative for 0 < k < TV, we can see

that ANX(k) < 0 (0 < k < TV). To verify that AN2(k) < 0, it suffices to use in
(2.16) the definitions (2.9) and (2.10) and the relation

2 p(2N + k)-2 cos(3ti/8) ¿í(3TV + k) - p(4N - k)

<{2-2cos(3n/S)-l}p(3N)<0,        0 < k < TV.   □

Noting that T¡(x4Nj) < 1,  1 < i < 4N - 1, and r/(x4ivio) = 1, we have

from Theorem 2.3 that
N        3

k=0    1=0

4N N

= 2 ¿"/*(*:)+ 4 Cl+cos^) [l+cos^] ¿"^(A:)>0,
A;=0 ^ '   ^ '  k=0

where, in the last inequality above, we have used the relation

4/V

(2.19) Y^'^k) = 4N/{(4N)2- 1} > 0.
A:=0

Thus, w[ff ¡, 0 < i < 47V, have been verified to be all positive. Verification

of the positivity of w^ ¡ (0 < i < 47V) can be accomplished similarly, in fact

more easily, but we omit the details.
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2.2. Positivity of umNj ■ We begin by proving that the weights umNj , 0 <

j < TV- 1, in (1.9) and given by (2.3) are all positive when m = 1. It is similar

and more easy to prove the positivity of u2^j , 0 < j < 2TV - 1, but we omit

the details.

Lemma 2.4. Let fi^(x) be the polynomial defined by (1.7) and tsj, 0 < j <
TV - 1, be the zeros of £lN(x), given by (1.8). Then we have

N

(2.20) ^f- = 2 Y" TN.k(tNj) £4_,(x),
x    lNj k=0

where we define U-X(x) = 0.

Proof. From the assumption, it follows that

(221) n^(x) = a+jx) - Si+N(tNj) ̂  TN(x) - TN(tNj)

X — tfjj X — t^j X — tfi/j

Elliott [8] gives the identity

n

(2.22) T„(x) - T„(y) = 2(x - y) Y" Tn-k(y) Uk_x(x),        n > 0.
k=0

Using (2.22) in (2.21) establishes (2.20).   D

Lemma 2.5. For the weights unj , 0 < j < TV, given by ( 1.9) and (2.3), we have

N

N sin(3n/%)uNj = Y  TN_k(tN])(pN(k)

(2-23) mti
= Y cos(2kÇNj)(f)N(N-2k),

k=0

where 4>N(k) is given by (2.10) and £nj is defined by

(2.24) tNj = cosÇNj,    ÇNj = 2n(j + 3/16)/N,        0<j<N-l.

Proof. From (1.3) and the definition of Uk(x) it follows that

(2.25) oj4N+x(x) Uk-i(x) = T4N+k(x) - Tl4N_kl(x).

From (1.8), (2.25) and the relation

(2.26) r2±'(x) = TVc/w_1(x)

we have

Sl%'(tNj)œ4N+x(tNj) = N{T5N(tNj) - TiN(tNj)}

(2.27) .   3n   .   3,1 3te
= -2 TV sin —- sin -— = 2 TV sin —.

2 o 8

Using (2.20), (2.25) and (2.27) in (2.3) and noting (2.9) and (2.10) establishes

(2.23).   D

The Poisson Summation formula [17, p. 270], [19] is helpful in proving that

uNj > 0 when 0 < j < TV.
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Lemma 2.6 (Poisson summation formula). Let y/(x) be an integrable function

defined on the real positive line and ^(to) be the Fourier cosine transform of

V(x),

(2.28) *¥ico) = /     \p(x) cos cox dx.
Jo

Then for any positive Ç and real x we have the formula

(2.29) ¿'{«F(* C + x) + V<* C - x)} = £ ¿V (^) cos (*£*) ,
fc=0 ^    k=0       ^    **    ' ^     ^      '

vvAere i/ze prime denotes the summation whose first term is halved.

Define \pix) by

(2.30) y/(x) = 4>N(N- 2x) = 2/{ 1 - (57V - 2x)2} - 2/{ 1 - (37V + 2x)2}

for 0 < x < TV/2, and by y/(x) = 0 otherwise. Then, making use of the

formula (2.29) in (2.23), we have

N/2 oo
v—v" t-V

7Vsin(37t/8) uNj = ¿^ cos(2fc¿;/v/) y(k) = ¿^ cos(2kÇNj) ip(k)
k=0 k=0

(2.31) -
= y {®(2nk + 2^j)+®(2nk - 2Znj)} .

k=0

0 < j < TV - 1,

where <P(<y) is given by

,7V/2
(2.32) O(to)= 4>N(N-2x)cosœxdx.

Jo

In order to prove that uNj > 0 in (2.31), it suffices to show that O(w) > 0

for any real to. From (2.30), 4>n(x) is found to be an odd function and can

be expanded as follows:

<pN(x) = 2/{ 1 - (4 TV + x)2} - 2/{ 1 - (4 TV - x)2}

= 2x/{(4TV-l)2-x2}-2x/{(4TV+l)2-x2}
{¿.jj) 00

= 2 ]T c, x',        0 < x < TV,
/=i

where c¡ for odd / is defined by

(2.34) c, = (4TV- l)-'-1 -(47V+1)-/-1 >0,

and c¡ vanishes when / is an even integer. Substituting the expansion (2.33)

into the right-hand side of (2.32) gives
oo

(2.35) <P(ft)) = 2^c/0/M,

where Q¡ico) is defined by

,/V/2

(2.36) Siico)= (N-2x)'cosœxdx,       / > 1.
./o
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It remains to show that 0/(<w) is positive, since then $>(co) is positive by (2.34)

and (2.35).
To this end, we define p(x) = TV - 2|x| when |x| < TV/2, and p(x) = 0

otherwise. Then &¡(co) (2.36) can be rewritten as

/oo {p(x)}'eiax dx
■oo

(2.37)
^^_

= nx-' ex * ex * ■ ■ ■ * ex(œ),     ¡>i,

where g * h(to) denotes convolution defined by

/oo g(co-t)h(t)dt.
-CX)

Since ex(co) = 2{1-cos(û;TV/2)}/w2 > 0, it follows from (2.37) that e/(w) > 0
for / > 2.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

Let hfii(x) be defined by

(3.1) hm(x)=        y*;}}? (x   y       l<i<"-U
(X — Xp/i) CJn_x\Xní)

where x/v,, 1 < i < TV - 1, are the zeros of Un-i(x) (= 2con+x(x)/(x2 - 1)).

Then for the weights v$ ■ and nmN>j of the quadrature rules Q(4+m)N-2(f)

(1.14), we have, similarly to (2.2) and (2.3),

(3.2) v$ ,. = f   h4N,i(x)Jîm"{x) . dx,        1 < i < 4TV - 1,
J-l llmN\X4N,i)

nmN . = fl nmN(x)_Uan-i(x)    dx
(3.3) mN'}       J-X   (X-XmNj)Sï^N(xmNJ)       #4/V-l i*mN,j)

0 < j < mN -I,    m = 1,2.

We remark that by using A/y/(x) (3.1), the Filippi rule [10] Q.N-iif) based on
the points Xat, , 1 < i < TV - 1, can be written as

7V-1     -i

(3.4) QN-2Íf)=Y        hNiix)dxfixNi).
,=i -7-1

3.1. Positivity of v4™\,. Here we prove that vj/v, ¿ > 1 < / < 47V - 1 (3.2), are

all positive. The positivity of v4^ ;, 1 < i < 4TV - 1, is more easily verified,

but we omit the details.
Filippi (see [10, equation (11)]) shows that A4/v,¿(x) in (3.1) and (3.4) can

be expressed as follows:

4N-2

4TVh4N,,(x) = 2( 1 -xlNj) Y  Uki***,i)Ukix)
(3.5) k=°

=   Y   {Tk-\(x4N,i) - Tk+xiX4Nj)} C4-l(x).
k=\
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Using (2.7) and the relation

(3.6) Uk(x)-Uk_2(x) = 2Tk(x),

where we define U-k(x) = -Uk_2(x), and T_kix) = Tkix) for k > 0, we

have from (3.5)

4N

Í3 7)     4Nh4N,i(x) = 2 2_^  Tk(x4NJ)Tk(x) - T4N-X(x4NJ)U4N-X(x)

*  '   ' k=0

- T4N(x4N,i) {U4N(x) + U4N_2(x)}/2.

Further, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have

4N

2n~(x) Y  Tk(x4N,i)Tk(x)
k=0

4NEn
Tk(x4Nj) Tk(x)

"-"> k=0

N

+ Y    ^iN+k(x4N,i) {T4N+k(x) - T4N-k(x)} ,

k=0

1 < /<47V- 1.

Lemma 3.1. For the weights v4x¿¡ t given by (3.2) of the quadrature rule (1.14),

we have

4Nv<& , = 2 £" Tk(x4NJ)pik) + Y"   H{X4N''] ■ Mk)
(3.9) *=0 k=0       ^N^N.i)

T4N(x4N j)
— ——- " ** N î

&tfiX4N,i)

where p(k) and (bN(k) are defined by (2.9) and (2.10), respectively. In (3.9),
Bn is a constant defined by

(3.10) BN = {v(5N) + u(3N) - 2 cos(tt/8) v(4N)}/2 ,

and v(n) is defined by

v(n) = \ j   {U„(x) + U„.2(x)}dx

(3 11) " ""'
' l/(n + 1) + l/(n- 1)   ifn = even,

0 ifn = odd.

Proof. Using (1.7), (3.7) and (3.8) in (3.2) and noting that ¿ Uk(x)dx = 0

for k odd, and

(3.12) 2r/(x)t/m(x) = i7/+m(x) + <ym_/(x),

we can easily verify (3.9).   □

We remark that BN in (3.10) is positive. The following lemma is established

along the lines of the proof of Lemma 2.2.
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Lemma 3.2. Let x4n,¡ , 1 < i < 4TV - 1, be the zeros of U4x-X(x) and SlN(x)
be defined by (1.7). Then we have

{2 Í2~(x4Ar, ,■)}"' = TN(x4N,i) + 2 COS(7l/8) T2N(x4N,i)

+ (l+2cosn/4)T3N(x4NJ)

+2 cosin/4) cos(7r/8) T4N(x4Nj),

1 <1<47V-1.

Theorem 3.3. Let v41^ ¡, 1 < i < 47V - 1, denote the weights in (1.14) and

p(k), (f>N(k) and the constant BN be defined by (2.9), (2.10), and (3.10), re-
spectively. Let AN¡(k), 0 < I < 3, denote the constants given by (2.14)—(2.17)
with cos3^/4 and cos3^/8 replaced by cosit/4 and cosn/%, respectively.
Then we have

1    N » 3
V4N  í = JmY   Jl An'^ TIN+k(X4N,i)

(3.14) k=o  i=o

_ _1_    T4N(x4NJ)BN

47V    n-(x4v,,)   '     u-'-4yv'

and ANi(k), 0 < I <3, are all negative except for AN0(0).

Proof. Verification of (3.14) is accomplished along the lines of the proof of
Theorem 2.3. We have already verified in the proof of Theorem 2.3 that

¿N3(k) < 0. We make use of the fact that p(k) and (bN(k) vanish when
k is odd and are monotone increasing functions for even integers k satisfying

2 < k < TV to show that

Am(k) = 2p(k) + (1 + 2 C0S7T/4) <bN(k) + 4 cos(n/4) cos(n/S) cj)N(N - k)

<2p(N) + c(/>N(N)

= 2p(N)-cp(3N) + cp(5N),        2<k<N,

where we put c = 1+2 cos(7t/4) ( 1 + 2 cos7r/8) = 5.027.... It is easy to verify

that 2//(TV) - cp(3N) < 0 for TV > 2. Thus, it is seen that Am(k) < 0 for
2 < k < TV because p(k) < 0 for k > 2. Similarly, we have

ANX(k) = 2p(N + k) + 2 cos(7r/8) <f>N(k) + (1 + 2 cosn/4) <bN(N - k)

<2p(2N) + b(bN(N)<0,        0<k<N,

where we have put 6=1+2 (cos 7t/4 + cos 7r/8) = 4.261... .

Next, we show that AN2(k) < 0 for 0 < k < TV. We can write AN2(k) in
the form

AN2(k) = 2 p(2N + k) + 2 cos(tt/8) 4>n(N -k) + 4>N(k)

(3.15) =2 {p(2N + k)- cos(tt/8) p(3N + k)} + p(4N + k)

+ {2 cos(tt/8) p(5N -k)- p(4N - k)}.

It is trivial that the first and second terms on the far right of (3.15) are negative.

Close inspection reveals that the third term is also negative. Thus we have that
AN2(k)<0.   D
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Noting that T¡(x4h,í) < 1, 1 < i <4N-1, and T¡(x4n,o) = 1, from (3.13)
and Theorem 3.3 we have

(3.16)
N       3

4jv«4#,/ > E"E A"i(k) -4B» (!+cosf ) 0+cos|)
k=0    /=0

4N (  N \

= 2 Y!'ß(k) + 4 (l +cos^) (l +cos|) I Y,'<t>N(k) - BN\ .
k=0 [k=0 J

Using the relation (2.19), that is,

4/V

2Y!'n(k) = H4N),
k=0

and

N

(3.17) 2 Y^'Mk) = K37V) + u(5N) -2v(4N),
k=0

we have from (3.10) and (3.16)

(3.18)
4Nv™ ,. >v(4N) + 4 (l+cos|) (l+cos|) (cos|-l) v(4N) = 0.

Thus, the weights v4¿ ¡   1 < i < 47V - 1 , are all positive.   □

3.2. Positivity of nmNj . We prove that the weights n^j, 0 < j < TV - 1,

in (1.14) are all positive. It is similar and more easy to verify the positivity of

"2N,j  (0 < j < 27V - 1), but we omit details.

Lemma 3.4. Let Q^(x) be the polynomial defined by (1.7) and xNj, 0 < j <

TV - 1, be the zeros of ß#(x) given by (1.13). Then we have

Qri ï N
(3.19) -^- = 2 Y!' UN-X„k(xNj) Tk(x).

x     TNj k=0

Proof. Identity (3.19) is established along the lines of the proof of Lem-

ma 2.4.   G

Lemma 3.5. For the weights nNj in (1.14) and (3.3), we have

N

(3.20) 7Vsin(jr/8) nNj = BN - J]" TN_k(xNj) <t>N(k),        0 < j < TV - 1,
k=0

where Bh is given by (3.10).
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Proof. Using (3.12) and (3.19), we have

, . 2      n U4N-i(x)n~(x)
z\TNi — 11 -

"J x-xNj

N

= Y {TN+l-k(*Nj) - TN_X-k(xNj)} {U4N+k_x(x) + U4N-k_x(x)}
k=0

(3.21)        w_,w

= Y    TN-k{*Nj) {U4N+k(x) + U4N-k-2(x)}

k=-\

N+l

- Y   TN_k(xNj){U4N_k(x) + U4N+k_2(x)}.

k=\

On the other hand, using (1.13), (2.25) and (2.26), we have

(3 22)      2^' " ^ u^-\Íxnj)^n'(i:Nj) = Ncú4N+x(xNj) UN_x(xNj)

= N{T5N(xNj)-TiNCcNj)} = -2Nsin(n/S).

Substituting (3.21) and (3.22) into (3.3) and using (3.6) yields (3.20).   D

From (3.10), (3.17) and (3.20) and the fact that the faik) are positive, we
have

N

TV sin(7t/8) nNj >BN~Y <Mfc)
k=0

= 2{l-cos(it/S)}u(4N)>0,        0<j<N-l.

Thus, the weights n^j, 0 < j < TV - 1, are all positive.   D

4. Conjecture on the possibility of other positive quadrature rules

Before we give some conjectures on the possibility of other extended CC

rules having all positive weights, we briefly review the sequence of uniform
distribution on (0, 1) [15, 16].

Let any positive integer / be written in radix-2 notation as

(4.1) l = lmlm-x...l2lx=lx+l2.2 + --- + lm.2m-x,

where m = [log2/] + 1, /, = 0 or 1  (1 < i < m — 1), and always lm = 1 .
Define fractions ßi and a¡ by

(4.2) ß, = /, • 2-1 + l2 • 2~2 + ■ ■ ■ + /m_! • 2~m+x +lm-2~m + l. 2~m-x

and a i = ßi - 2~m. Then ßt (and a¡) can be seen to satisfy the recurrence

relations

(4.3) ßv = ßiß,    /?2/+i=/?2/ + l/2,        />1,

with the starting value ßx = 3/4 (and ax = 1/4).

The sequence {/?/ - 2~x~m) is the so-called Van der Corput sequence [15],

which is uniformly distributed on (0,1), so that the sequence {ßi} and {a¡}
are also uniformly distributed on (0, 1 ).

Defining ß_x = 0 and ß0 = 1/2, we use two sets, {cos27r/?;} (-1 < i < I)

and {cos27Tq,} (1 </</), as the sample points for interpolator integration

rules of closed type and open type, respectively.
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Lemma 4.1. Let TV be a power of 2, TV = 2", and put xk = cos27rct^ (or

cos2nßk). Then for a positive integer I we have

N-\

2N~X Ylix- xk) = uV_i(x), ßN-i = 1 - aN/2,
k=i

N-l

2   ~    \ I (x ~ XlN+k) = Tf/ix) -X/, aN-X = 1 - ßN/2.

k=0

Corollary. For TV = 2", n = 1, 2, ... , we have

N-i

2N Yl (x-cos2nßk) = TN+X(x)- TN_x(x) = coN+x(x).
k=-\

Remark. Lemma 4.1 and its Corollary indicate that the set of the first 2" + 1

(2" - 1) sample points {cos2nßi), -1 < / < 2" - 1   ({cos2na/},  1 < / <

2" - 1), coincides with that used in the CC rule (Filippi rule).

Numerical tests suggest the following conjectures.

Conjecture 1. Let the integers TV and M be powers of 2 such that TV = 2" and

M = 2m, where 1 < m < n - 1 for n > 2. Then the interpolator integration

rules of degree N+M of closed type based on the set of sample points {cos 2itß{\,
-1 < I < N + M - 1, have all positive weights.

We note [15, 16] that the set of the first TV+Af+1 sample points {cos2nßi},

-1<1<N + M-1, coincides with the zeros of the polynomial

{TN+x(x)-TN.x(x)}{TM(x)-cos3nM/(2N)}.

In §2 we have verified special cases of Conjecture 1, namely the cases M = 7V/2

and M = TV/4.

Conjecture 2. Let the integers TV and M be powers of 2 such that TV = 2" and

M = 2m, where 1 < m < n - 2 for n > 3. Then the interpolatory integration

rules of degree N-M of closed type based on the set of sample points {cos 2nßi),
-1 < I < N - M - 1, have all positive weights.

Remark. The set of sample points {cos 2itß{\, -1 < I < N - M - 1, coincides

with the zeros of the polynomial

{TN+X(x) - TN_x(x)}/{TM(x) - cosnM/N}.

Conjecture 3. Under the same assumption as in Conjecture 1, the interpolatory

integration rules of degree N + M - 2 of open type based on the set of sample

points {cos27ta/}, 1<1<N + M-1, have all positive weights.

Remark. The set of sample points {cos27ta/}, 1 < / < TV + M - 1, coincides

with the zeros of the polynomial

UN-X(x) {TM(x) - cosnM/(2N)}.

In §3 we have verified special cases of Conjecture 3, namely the cases M = TV/2

and M = N/4.
Some numerical experiments disprove a conjecture on the open-type quadra-

ture analogous to Conjecture 2 for closed-type rules.   Specifically, the set of
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sample points {cos27ta/}, 1 < / < 2" - 2m - 1, where 1 < m < n - 2, may

yield no positive quadrature rule of open type.
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